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Performance of Successive Reference Pose Tracking
vs Smith Predictor Approach for Direct Vehicle
Teleoperation Under Variable Network Delays

Jai Prakash , Michele Vignati , Member, IEEE, and Edoardo Sabbioni

Abstract—Vehicle teleoperation holds potential applications as a
fallback solution for autonomous vehicles, remote delivery services,
hazardous operations, etc. However, network delays and limited
situational awareness can compromise teleoperation performance
and increase the cognitive workload of human operators. To ad-
dress these issues, we previously introduced the novel successive
reference pose tracking (SRPT) approach, which transmits succes-
sive reference poses to the vehicle instead of steering commands.
This article compares the stability and performance of SRPT with
Smith predictor-based approach for direct vehicle teleoperation
in challenging scenarios. The Smith predictor approach is further
categorized, one with Lookahead driver and second with Stanley
driver. Simulations are conducted in a Simulink environment, con-
sidering variable network delays (250–350 ms) and different vehicle
speeds (14–26 km/h), and include maneuvers such as tight corners,
slalom, low-adhesion roads, and strong crosswinds. The results
show that the SRPT approach significantly improves stability and
reference tracking performance, with negligible effect of network
delays on path tracking. Our findings demonstrate the effectiveness
of SRPT in eliminating the detrimental effect of network delays in
vehicle teleoperation.

Index Terms—Vehicle teleoperation, remote driving, network
delay, latency, time-delay, successive reference pose tracking
(SRPT), NMPC, Simulink, Smith predictor, Wireless network
communication.

NOMENCLATURE

NMPC Nonlinear model predictive control.
SRPT Successive reference pose tracking.
RHIS Remote human input system.
AD Autonomous driving.
ODD Operational Design Domain.
FWD Front wheel drive.
IMU Inertial measurement unit.
τ round trip network delay.
τ1 Uplink delay part of the round trip delay.
τ2 Downlink delay part of the round trip delay.
k1, k2 Constants for the Lookahead driver model.
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k Constant for the Stanley driver model.
Vx Vehicle longitudinal speed.
Δy Cross-track error.
δ Steer angle.
ψ Vehicle heading angle.
XRef Reference pose.
CG Center of gravity of the vehicle.
lF longitudinal distance between front axle and CG.
L Vehicle wheelbase.
R Instantaneous radius of curvature.
s Distance along track length.
Lind Lookahead distance for reference-pose driver

model.
PA
B Relative pose of A with respect to B.

ΔtHorizon Time horizon for NMPC prediction.
μ Road adherence coefficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATED vehicles (AVs) have garnered increasing
attention as a potential solution for future mobility.

However, the deployment of AVs is still hindered by various
difficulties and edge cases that have yet to be fully resolved.
Teleoperation has emerged as a backup plan for AVs, offering a
way to remotely support an AV when it reaches the limits of its
operational design domain (ODD). Teleoperation is the remote
control of a device or a vehicle from a distance. This can be done
using either wired communication or wireless communication.
Here the vehicle is a mobile robot that can be controlled re-
motely, typically wirelessly. The use of teleoperation technology
is to offer a secure and effective method to get over these
restrictions anytime an AD function hits the limits of its ODD.
The AV can resume its voyage in full automation after it has
been returned to its nominal ODD [1]. Vehicle teleoperation
has the potential to also revolutionize various industries, such
as autonomous taxi service, industrial equipment teleoperation,
disaster response, and military operations.

Despite having great potential, vehicle teleoperation is
currently facing various challenges, such as problems with
human-machine interaction, limited situational awareness, net-
work latency, and control loop instability. Although the chal-
lenges are significant, we are primarily focusing on reducing
the detrimental impact of network latency. By doing so, we are
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Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of SRPT approach for direct vehicle teleop-
eration. The remote vehicle receives successive reference poses as it moves
forward.

Fig. 2. Vehicle teleoperation concepts in which the human operator is actively
involved [1], [2], [3].

aiming to improve the stability of the control loop, which in turn
will enhance the safety and effectiveness of teleoperation sys-
tems, and ultimately help to achieve more reliable and efficient
teleoperation of vehicles.

Daniel Bogdoll et al. [2] proposed a taxonomy for Remote
Human Input Systems (RHIS) for vehicle teleoperation based
on intervention levels of human operators. It broadly categorizes
RHIS approaches into remote driving, remote assistance, and
remote monitoring. This classification aligns with the classifica-
tion of remote operations of vehicles by Oscar Amador et al. [3].
Further refining the remote driving category, Domagoj Majs-
torovic et al. [1] distinguished between direct control, shared
control, and trajectory guidance. They also classified remote
assistance techniques into waypoint guidance, interactive path
planning, and perception modification. Fig. 2 shows the vehicle
teleoperation concepts in which human operator is actively
involved.

The time delays in vehicle teleoperation tasks reduce the
accuracy and speed at which human operators can perform a
remote task [4], [5]. Significant delays can cause overcorrection

by the operator, resulting in oscillations that impair teleoperation
performance and may even destabilize the control loop [6], [7].
Direct control [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] approach
in vehicle teleoperation involves the operator viewing sensor
data and sending control signals like steering and throttle, but
it suffers from reduced situational awareness and transmission
latency. Shared control [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21] has a
shared controller inside the vehicle that assesses operator com-
mands to avoid collisions, improving safety but still suffering
from latency. Trajectory guidance [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]
involves the vehicle following a path and speed profile generated
by the operator without being affected by network latency,
although real-time profile generation is unfeasible. Interactive
path planning [27], [28] uses the vehicle’s perception module to
calculate optimal paths, which the operator confirms to follow,
bypassing network latency but requiring a functional set of AD
perception module. Perception modification [29] involves the
operator identifying false-positive obstacles to support the AD
perception module, which largely depends on the availability of
AD perception module.

Our work on SRPT vehicle teleoperation stands out as it
strengthens the direct control concept. Direct control concept
doesn’t rely on the automation and perception modules of
autonomous vehicles. Unlike other teleoperation concepts that
depend on the perception module, direct control offers indepen-
dence, acting as a fallback option for autonomous vehicles. The
perception module, while essential for autonomous driving, has
drawbacks such as limited performance in adverse weather, vul-
nerability to sensor interference, processing time, computational
load, and other challenges. In scenarios where the perception
module fails, other teleoperation methods become infeasible. By
focusing on enhancing direct control, our SRPT approach aims
to overcome these limitations and provide a more dependable
vehicle teleoperation solution.

A. Related Work

Direct control - In response to the rising interest in remote
operation systems, Hofbauer et al. [30] developed a system that
enables direct control interaction with a vehicle during teleop-
eration in the CARLA driving simulator. To address the lack of
publicly available software for remote driving functionalities,
Schimpe et al. [31] contributed by releasing an open-source
software implementation. This software is designed for quick
and flexible deployment across various automotive vehicles and
has been successfully used in projects like UNICARagil [32]
and 5GCroCo [33]. Chucholowski et al. [11] evaluated the
“Frame Prediction” method for teleoperating road vehicles,
using a single-track vehicle dynamic model to predict vehicle
positions [34]. Tang et al. [12] introduced the Free Corridor
for ensuring a safe end state in case of connection failure.
Graf et al. [13] combined these ideas to create the “Predictive
Corridor” approach. Predictive displays have shown effective-
ness in compensating for delays and enhancing vehicle mobility
in human-in-the-loop experiments [35], [36], [37], [38], [39],
[40], [41]. Predictive models can be model-based [38], model-
free [40], or a combination of both [41], each having specific
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strengths and limitations. Combining both approaches improves
operation, though not significantly. In good performing model-
based prediction strategies, the Smith predictor control strategy
is used, which was introduced by O.J. Smith in 1957 [42]
for delays in chemical processes. We employ Smith predictor
stategy in our article to compare it with SRPT vehicle teleoper-
ation. In summary, predictive displays enable real-time vehicle
control for human-in-loop teleoperation, but their effectiveness
may decrease in the presence of strong disturbances such as
low-adhesion roads or crosswinds, leading to asynchrony issues.

Shared control - Equipped with obstacle avoidance capa-
bilities, shared control aims to enhance the safety of the ego
vehicle and other road participants in real-time. Schimpe and
Diermeyer [18] proposed an MPC-based shared steering con-
trol for obstacle avoidance, modeling obstacles as repulsive
potential fields. Qiao et al. [19] developed a human-machine in-
teraction model using Nash equilibrium-based non-cooperative
games. Schitz et al. [20] introduced an MPC-based assistance
approach in cruise control mode. Storms et al. [21] presented an
MPC-based shared control system for static obstacle avoidance,
while Saparia et al. [16] used predictive displays to mitigate
latency and MPC-based shared control for obstacle avoidance.
Shared control faces similar challenges to direct control, such
as prediction inaccuracy in disturbances. But with a functional
perception module, it effectively assists the operator in collision
avoidance and enhances safety. However, a downside is the strict
requirement of a functional perception module.

B. Previous Work

In our prior research [43], we introduced SRPT, a pose-based
control strategy for vehicle teleoperation. The driver model at
the control station considers the delayed vehicle pose from the
remote vehicle and the known mission plan. The control station
discretely transmits the intended vehicle pose (reference pose)
at 30 Hz. On the remote vehicle side, the controller receives ref-
erence pose and optimizes for steer and speed commands. It ac-
counts for actuator constraints and environmental disturbances,
utilizing IMU sensors in the vehicle to sense environmental
changes. In other work [44], we evaluated SRPT, where the
human operator creates waypoints (reference poses) by steering
the augmented lookahead vehicle (blue) outline using joystick
steering (fig. 1).

C. Contribution of paper

This article focuses on assessing the performance improve-
ment of the SRPT approach for vehicle teleoperation by com-
paring it with the Smith prediction strategy for a range of
vehicle speeds (14–26 km/h). In the Smith prediction strategy,
after predicting vehicle states, two types of driver models are
assessed. One is the Lookahead driver model and second is
the Stanley driver model. The test track consists of maneuvers
with progressively increasing difficulty. The experiments are
performed in a Simulink simulation environment, where variable
network delays (250–350 ms) and a 14-dof vehicle model for
the main vehicle are considered.

Fig. 3. Delays observed in data transmission over 4G [43].

Overall, our experiments show that the SRPT approach out-
performs the Smith prediction strategy in terms of accuracy, and
stability, especially for challenging maneuvers. These findings
demonstrate the potential of the SRPT approach to improve
the safety and efficiency of vehicle teleoperation in real-world
applications.

D. Outline of paper

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II-A
presents the characteristics of network delay. Section II-B
presents the Smith predictor with two driver models. Section II-C
explains the SRPT mode. Section III provides an overview
of the simulation platform. Section IV discusses the experi-
mental structure. Section V presents and discusses the results.
Section VI concludes with the work summary, key findings, and
future work.

II. METHOD

A. Network Delays

The time delay involved in vehicle teleoperation can be di-
vided into two parts from the perspective of the control station.
The first part is termed as the downlink delay (τ2), which pertains
to the time taken for streamed images to reach the control station.
The second part is referred to as the uplink delay (τ1), encom-
passing the interval between generating driving commands at the
control station and their execution in the vehicle. The downlink
delay amalgamates several factors, including camera exposure
delay, image encoding time, network transmission delay, and
image decoding time, with network delay being the primary
variable component.

In contrast, the uplink delay comprises the network transmis-
sion delay of driving commands to the vehicle and the subse-
quent vehicle actuation delay. In scenarios involving wireless
communication via 4G, variability impacts both downlink and
uplink delays. Fig. 3 displays the corresponding delays for
the utilized bandwidth. This illustration considers 5000 picture
frames and driving commands in a typical urban environment,
with the vehicle connected to 4G mobile connectivity and the
control station linked to wired internet.
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Fig. 4. Smith predictor schematic for vehicle teleoperation simulation. H1 and
H2 are types of driver models considered. Unity has no role in simulation, it is
just to display the manoeuvres.

Measurement of τ1 occurs at the vehicle by subtracting the
timestamp of driving commands from the current timestamp,
while τ2 is determined at the control station by subtracting the
timestamp of a received image from the current timestamp.

B. Smith Predictor With Two Types of Driver Model

The Smith predictor approach [42] is a popular predictive con-
trol method used in bilateral teleoperation. It was first introduced
by O.J. Smith in 1957 and is a model-based prediction approach.
Fig. 4 shows a schematic of the Smith predictor in the control
loop of vehicle teleoperation systems with variable time delays.
The steering input is passed through the Smith predictor block,
which outputs a correction term which needs to be added to the
(received) delayed pose to predict the current pose of the vehicle.
Smith predictor block is further elaborated in our previous
work [43], where its transfer function is presented. It provides
the human operator with the sense of controlling the vehicle
in real-time by predicting the current position of the vehicle,
bypassing the network delay. Thereupon, the human operator
can steer based on vehicle current pose and the mission plan.
In this article, two types of driver model are considered instead
of human volunteers for the sake of reproducibility of results
and as a preliminary comparison of the SRPT approach with the
Smith predictor approach. Christoph Popp et al. [45] suggest
that geometry base lateral controller for a vehicle works well
for low lateral acceleration scenarios. Considering low-medium
speed vehicle teleoperation, below mentioned two driver models
are adopted.

1) Lookahead Driver, H1: This driver model represents the
general control tendency while driving at low-medium lateral
accelerations, in which the human operator steers the vehicle
to try to align a look-ahead point with the desired trajectory
(Fig. 5(a)). Look-ahead driver model based on the cross-track
error at the look-ahead point (motivated by [46]) is given by

δ = −k1 ·ΔyL (1)

lookahead Distance = k2 · Vx . (2)

δ : Steer angle.
k1 : Gain term, a constant for a given vehicle longitudinal

speed.
ΔyL : Cross-track error of the look-ahead point from the

reference trajectory.
k2 = 0.90 : look-ahead time.

Fig. 5. (a) Look-ahead driver model control. (b) Tuning of k1 for the look-
ahead driver model by optimizing for minimum cross-track error in region-A
keeping k2 = 0.9 s constant.

Fig. 6. Tuning of k for the Stanley controller by optimizing for minimum
cross-track error in region-A.

k1 is tuned for a range of vehicle speeds to have minimum
deviation of vehicle (CG) from the reference trajectory, while
driving across region-A of the trajectory shown in Fig. 9. Ob-
servations are presented in Fig. 5(b).
k1 is tuned for a constant k2 without considering network

delays in the control loop. Although in the presence of delays
a human operator can adapt his actions, but keeping [k1; k2]
unchanged ensures no adaptability and highlights performance
deterioration due to delays.

2) Stanley Lateral Controller Driver, H2: Kinematic Stanley
controller [47] with the reference point at center of front axle,
given by

δ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Δψ + tan−1 kΔyF

Vx
if

∣∣∣Δψ + tan−1 kΔyF

Vx

∣∣∣ < δmax

δmax if Δψ + tan−1 kΔyF

Vx
≥ δmax

−δmax if Δψ + tan−1 kΔyF

Vx
≤ −δmax

(3)
Δψ represents the vehicle’s heading relative to the nearest
segment of the trajectory. The variable ΔyF represents the
cross-track error at the front axle center.Vx represents the vehicle
speed. k is also tuned for the same range of vehicle speeds to
have minimum deviation of vehicle (CG) from the reference
trajectory while driving across region-A of the same trajectory.
Observations are presented in Fig. 6.

Parameters of both driver models are tuned in only region-A
of the trajectory. Region-A is not constant radius but it carries
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Fig. 7. SRPT schematic for vehicle teleoperation simulation. Unity has no
role in simulation, it is just to display the manoeuvres.

variable curvature across itself as shown in Fig. 9. This means
the driver models are tuned for variable curvatures.

C. SRPT Teleoperation Approach With Reference-Pose
Decider Driver Model

In predictive display vehicle teleoperation, where the model-
based prediction approach (discussed above) is effective on
normal roads and under normal conditions. Disturbances like
strong winds, low-adherence roads, and bumps can alter vehicle
dynamics. Parameter estimation techniques presented in arti-
cles [48], [49] can be useful for changes in dynamics that last
from medium to high duration. These techniques use sliding
window batch estimation, the estimations itself are delayed
(due to convergence time). Momentary disturbances can have
a significant impact on the vehicle output before the new plant
dynamics are estimated at the control station and corrective
action is taken by the human operator.

The SRPT approach for vehicle teleoperation differs from
traditional methods, in SRPT the human operator transmits
reference poses instead of steer-throttle commands to the remote
vehicle. These reference poses are generated with a look-ahead
time of [1 + τ1 + τ2]s, which results in the vehicle receiving
reference-poses approximately 1 s ahead of its current position.
This horizon of 1 s is chosen arbitrarily based on the fact that
a driver typically steers a vehicle based on upcoming vehicle
position. The same time horizon ofΔtHorizon = 1 s is also used
(inside vehicle) for the NMPC block to optimize for vehicle
steer-speed commands. While the SRPT approach is effective, it
represents a departure from conventional vehicle teleoperation,
where the human operator transmits steer-throttle commands to
the remote vehicle.

1) Reference-Pose Decider Driver Model: The task of the
human model block is to transmit information that informs the
vehicle about its aiming direction. Referring to Fig. 8, human
model block receives delayed vehicle states, X(t)e−τ2 s, which
consists of vehicle pose, PC ′

O . It is the delayed vehicle pose in
global reference frame, O. Being aware of the whole trajectory,
the human model block first finds the closest point C on the
reference trajectory. Then it finds the point D, which is Lind

distance ahead of point C. The Lind is the look-ahead distance
govern by below relation:

Lind = Vx · τ +max (Vx ·ΔtHorizon, lF ) . (4)

It is lower bounded by lF , the front axle distance from CG.
It is linearly proportional to the round trip delay (τ = τ1 + τ2)

Fig. 8. Working principle of the reference-pose decider block. Its task is to
choose the future reference pose based on the received vehicle pose and look-
ahead distance.

and to the vehicle speed (Vx). The first term tries to compensate
for round-trip delay, and the second term aims to generate the
terminal condition for the NMPC horizon. There are two ways
in which the aiming direction can be transmitted to the vehicle:

1) Transmit the relative reference pose, PD
C ′ . It is the relative

position and heading of pose-D with respect to pose-C ′, it
acts as a correction term, which tries to bring the vehicle
close to the desired trajectory. Upon receive of this relative
pose, the vehicle first estimates how much it has already
traveled during the round-trip delay and how much more
it has to travel. This estimation is possible, as messages
are timestamped.

2) Transmit the global reference pose. Transmit the reference
pose, XRef , in global reference frame.

XRef = PC ′
O + PD

C ′ = PD
O . (5)

For this article, we adopt the second approach, which does
not require the vehicle to explicitly estimate how much it
has travelled during the round-trip delay. Modeling this driver
model for simulation is straightforward as the entire trajectory
is pre-known. However, in human-in-the-loop experiments, an
equivalent driver model can be obtained, where the correction,
PD
C ′ , can be decided by the human operator. In our previous

work [44], this correction term is getting generated online using
a steering joystick, briefly represented by the below relation

XRef = PC ′
O +ΔPJoystick . (6)

ΔPJoystick - It is the correction term generated by the aug-
mented lookahead vehicle (blue) outline on the visual interface
(Fig. 1) with help of joystick steering.

D. NMPC Block

The NMPC block on the vehicle side takes into account the
reference poses received, it analyzes the current states of the
vehicle, and actuator constraints to generate optimized steer and
speed commands. The prediction model of NMPC is presented
in our previous work [43], [44]. The objective is to synchronize
the target reference pose with the trajectory of the vehicle
while minimizing inputs (steer-rate and vehicle acceleration)
and maintaining a speed close to the reference speed (VRef )
asked by the human operator. It also respects input constraints.
One input constraint is the maximum steer-rate of 360◦/s, which
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TABLE I
14-DOF MODEL: VEHICLE BRIEF CHARACTERISTICS

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE BLOCKS USED IN THE SIMULATION PLATFORM

is due to the actuator constraint of the motor for the steering actu-
ation. Another input constraint is vehicle acceleration and decel-
eration limits. Further description of NMPC block is presented
in the previous works mentioned earlier. A prediction horizon
(ΔtHorizon) of 1 s is used, divided into 50 intervals through
discrete multiple shooting, and solved by sequential quadratic
programming with the real-time NMPC solver ACADOS [50],
[51].

III. SIMULATION PLATFORM

A faster than real-time simulation test platform for vehicle
teleoperation with network delay is developed using Simulink
+ Unity3D, shown in Figs. 4 and 7. Unity3D is used only to
provide visuals of vehicle maneuvers.

Table I provides a brief description of the vehicle type used in
the 14-dof Simulink vehicle model, which represents a typical
FWD passenger vehicle. Table II provides additional descrip-
tions of each block, including their working rate.

The e−τ2 s, Human model, and e−τ1 s blocks work syn-
chronously with each other at 30 Hz to simulate the usual
discrete nature of video streaming to the control station. The
downlink delay (τ2) is considered a variable delay to simulate
usual network delays, while the uplink delay (τ1) is consid-
ered a constant of 0.060 s due to its lower magnitude and
variability. To simulate the downlink delay, a generalized ex-
treme value distribution, GEV (ξ = 0.29, μGEV = 0.200, σ =
0.009) is used [38], [41]. Positive ξ means that the distribution
has a lower bound of (μGEV − σ

ξ ) ≈ 0.169 s (> 0) and a con-
tinuous right tail based on extreme value theory, keeping the
variable downlink delay in the range of 0.169 s− 0.300 s.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig. 9 shows a 438 m test track consisting of eight regions
labeled from A to H. These regions simulate increasingly chal-
lenging maneuvers and severe environmental conditions. Region
A involves cornering with a radius of 15 m (R15), B involves

Fig. 9. Track contains various sections A–H of difficult manoeuvres and worst-
case environmental conditions.

cornering (R8) on a surface with road adherence coefficient of
μ = 0.7. Region C is double lane change, D involves cornering
with μ = 0.5, E-F includes strong lateral wind with a Chinese
hat profile [52], [53], G involves a U-turn with μ = 0.33, and
H involves a slalom. All the curves have gradually changing
curvature, as shown for region-A. The objective is to follow
the track centerline as closely as possible, with a maximum
vehicle speed limit of VRef , specified by the human block. It is
anticipated that during difficult manoeuvres, the NMPC block
regulates the vehicle speed (Vopt) to minimize the cross-track
error, which is a desirable behavior.

To compare SRPT performance over Smith-predictor perfor-
mance, a total of eight modes are considered (as given below):

1. NoDelay -LookAhead driver
2. Delay -LookAhead driver
3. Delay -LookAhead driver (Smith)
4. NoDelay - Stanley driver
5. Delay - Stanley driver
6. Delay - Stanley driver (Smith)
7. NoDelay - RefPoses driver (SRPT)
8. Delay - RefPoses driver (SRPT)
Also, to assess performances over a range of vehicle speeds,

each mode is tested on vehicle speeds ranging from VRef = 14
km/h to VRef = 26 km/h in succession.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The extent of performance degradation due to delays is
expected to vary based on the vehicle speed and path diffi-
culty (tight corners). At lower speeds, latency effects are less
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Fig. 10. Approximate steer-rate requirement for the track for various vehicle
speeds. (This figure provides a preliminary indication of the anticipated chal-
lenges during evaluations at higher vehicle speeds.).

pronounced as the human operator has more time to correct the
maneuver and vehicle has more time to respond to commands.

As speed increases, the available response time to perform
a maneuver decreases, and latency can significantly impact the
accuracy and safety of the maneuver. The chosen test track has
an increasing level of difficulty along its length and it will get
traversed at various speeds, one at a time, for this study. Just
to understand the approximate steer-rate requirement for the
track at corresponding vehicle speeds, the Ackermann steering
relation can be used as given below:

δ(s) = tan−1

[
L

R(s)

]
(7)

steer rate,
dδ

dt
(s) =

dδ

ds
· ds
dt

=
dδ

ds
· V (8)

δ(s) : Steer angle.
L : Wheelbase.
R(s) : Radius of curvature along the track length (s).
V : Vehicle speed.
In Fig. 10, the steer-rate requirement for different vehicle

speeds along the track is shown. It can be observed that in
regions C and H, the steer-rate requirement exceeds the steer-rate
capability of the steering motor for reference speeds ≥ 22 km/h.
This indicates that, at elevated speeds, the vehicle might struggle
to execute essential steering maneuvers, potentially resulting in
increased cross-track error and diminished performance. Given
that the track encompasses factors beyond steer-rate constraints
that can adversely affect performance, we have chosen to use
cross-track error as the performance metric, aiming for its min-
imization. Cross-track error is defined as the minimum Euler
distance between the vehicle CG and the reference path at any
given time. The RMS of the cross-track error at the vehicle’s
CG is computed for each track region to facilitate a performance
comparison among the respective vehicle teleoperation modes.

Fig. 11 presents a quantitative analysis of cross-track errors
observed in regions A-H for different vehicle speeds and teleop-
eration modes. In region A-D, the Smith predictor ameliorates
the negative effect of delays and tries to reduce the cross-track
error to its respective undelayed mode (the green bars are shorter
than the red bars). However, the SRPT mode, even with delay
(purple bars), resulted in significantly smaller cross-track errors.
In regions E-F with strong crosswinds, the Smith predictor
approach results in larger cross-track errors because it is unaware
of the wind disturbances. In contrast, the NMPC controller in the

Fig. 11. Vehicle teleoperation simulation result on the metric of cross-track
error (ΔyCG) with various modes for vehicle speeds 14 − 26 km/h. SRPT
vehicle teleoperation is found to be accurately tracing the track, even in the
presence of variable delays.

SRPT mode takes vehicle states as input, leading to a significant
improvement in teleoperation. In region-G (μ = 0.33), for the
high-speed lap, all teleoperation modes except the SRPT mode
resulted in high lateral slip and therefore high cross-track errors.
In region-H (the slalom), the cumulative impact of both the
steer-rate constraint and delay in the control loop deteriorates the
performance. Even in this region, the SRPT mode demonstrated
a significant reduction in cross-track error.

The analysis of the results revealed that the primary reason for
the superior tracking performance of the SRPT mode is its ability
to moderate the vehicle speed appropriately in areas where it is
necessary to minimize the cross-track error. Consequently, this
leads to a slight increase in the completion time, as shown in Fig.
12. An example of the trade-off between completion time and
safety can be seen in region-H (slalom) where SRPT mode re-
sulted in a 25% increase in completion time at VRef = 26 km/h.
Despite the longer completion time, this mode ensures higher
safety and minimizes cross-track error, which is particularly
important for this tight slalom at this vehicle speed.
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Fig. 12. Completion time comparison SRPT vs Smith mode for [B,D,G,H]
regions.

Fig. 13. Vehicle teleoperation simulation result with various modes atVRef =
26 km/h. SRPT vehicle teleoperation accurately traces the track, even in the
presence of variable delays.

Fig. 13 presents the trajectory traversed with all the tele-
operation modes for VRef = 26 km/h. It qualitatively shows
better performance of SRPT approach even in the presence
of all the disturbances and variable delays. The red trajec-
tory of look-ahead driver model resulted in big oscillations
due to network delay and due to steer-rate saturation. If
any mode deviates significantly from the track, to the ex-
tent that it may compromise the results of the subsequent
region, the mode is reset before entering the new region,
while maintaining the vehicle’s initial speed as the reference
speed.

These large deviations and oscillations are not present in
SRPT approach because NMPC block accounts for the steer-rate
limitation and subsequently decelerates the vehicle to allow for
more time to steer.

Fig. 14. Evolution of speed and steer profile for Lookahead-Smith and SPRT
mode under variable delays. Automatic speed reduction is evident in SRPT
mode, this allows more time to steer in tight cornering regions.

Fig. 14 shows the vehicle speed profile along the track length
for Lookahead-Smith mode and SRPT mode, both in the pres-
ence of network delays. The SRPT mode implemented auto-
matic speed modulations, which were noticeable in all cornering
regions, particularly in the slalom region. These modulations
helped steer in advance, as shown in the zoomed rectangle inside
the figure.

Interestingly, the performance of the SRPT mode, with and
without network delay, is similar (blue bars and purple bars
are similar in height in Fig. 11). This can be attributed to
the difference in SRPT mode operating principle, wherein the
vehicle receives reference poses instead of steer commands from
the control station.

A. Discussion on Implications of Network Routing and
Network Discontinuity

In a real-world scenario, the vehicle is mobile and can be
connected through 4G/5G networks. On the other hand, the
control station, being a static entity, can be linked to a high-speed
wired internet connection, as lower latency enhances safety. The
delays experienced in network communication might be influ-
enced not only by the inherent network characteristics but also
by routing choices made between different network operators’
systems (inter-domain) and within a single organization’s net-
work (intra-domain). In our latency measurement experiments,
we used two distinct network operators.

To maintain the broad applicability of our work, we consid-
ered lumped forms of downlink and uplink delays. Specifically,
the lumped downlink delay is essentially the location-shifted
distribution of the variable network delay part. The variable
network delay distribution is well-fitted using the generalized
extreme value (GEV) distribution with parameters including
location, scale, and shape.

The challenge of unreliable connectivity in 4G/5G networks
is a tangible concern. For the scope of this work, we have chosen
not to merge the issue of extreme network discontinuity, as
unreliable connectivity can lead to substantially greater delays.
This concern demands a distinct approach, possibly involving
measures such as emergency stop mechanisms, the introduction
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of full autonomy for safe parking, or the implementation of
redundant internet connections. Addressing this challenge is
crucial to ensuring the robustness and reliability of vehicle tele-
operation, especially in scenarios where network connectivity
might be compromised.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we evaluated the SRPT approach for vehicle
teleoperation, which involves transmitting reference poses to
the remote vehicle instead of steering commands. A simulation
framework was established in a Simulink environment to assess
the approach under variable network delays (250–350 ms).
We compared the performance of SRPT with the Smith pre-
dictor approach, incorporating two driver models: Lookahead
and Stanley. Our simulation experiments encompassed diverse
maneuvers and vehicle speeds (VRef = 14–26 km/h), with the
performance index being the RMS of cross-track error across
various sections of the test track.

The findings demonstrated the effectiveness of the SRPT
approach across all maneuvers and environmental disturbances,
for a range of vehicle speed. It consistently exhibited lower
cross-track error compared to other teleoperation modes. No-
tably, SRPT excelled in path tracking performance, particularly
in challenging scenarios such as low-adhesion road and slalom
regions, showcasing significant improvement compared to other
modes. The inherent mechanism of the SRPT approach allowed
adaptive vehicle speed moderation during critical moments,
granting additional time for steering during maneuvers. Al-
though this led to a slight increase in completion time for com-
plex maneuvers, the SRPT approach remained robust despite
network delays.

For real-world deployment, integrating a state estimator
within the vehicle becomes essential. As we look ahead, investi-
gating the effect of network routing on delays and exploring the
impact of state-estimation inaccuracies on SRPT performance
are vital directions for future research. Ultimately, this frame-
work is poised for implementation in actual vehicle teleoperation
experiments, bridging the gap between simulation and practical
application.
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